Muscle Spindle Traffic in Functionally Unstable Ankles During Ligamentous Stress
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Context: Ankle sprains are common in athletes, with functional ankle instability (FAI) developing in approximately half of cases. The relationship between laxity and FAI has been inconclusive, suggesting that instability may be caused by insufficient sensorimotor function and dynamic restraint. Research has suggested that deafferentation of peripheral mechanoreceptors potentially causes FAI; however, direct evidence confirming peripheral sensory deficits has been elusive because previous investigators relied upon subjective proprioceptive tests.

Objective: To develop a method for simultaneously recording peripheral sensory traffic, joint forces, and laxity and to quantify differences between healthy ankles and those with reported instability.

Design: Case-control study.

Setting: University laboratory.

Patients or Other Participants: A total of 29 participants (age = 20.9 ± 2.2 years, height = 173.1 ± 8.9 cm, mass = 74.5 ± 12.7 kg) stratified as having healthy (HA, n = 19) or unstable ankles (UA, n = 10).

Intervention(s): Sensory traffic from muscle spindle afferents in the peroneal nerve was recorded with microneurography while anterior (AP) and inversion (IE) stress was applied to ligamentous structures using an ankle arthrometer under test and sham conditions.

Main Outcome Measure(s): Laxity (millimeters or degrees) and amplitude of sensory traffic (percentage) were determined at 0, 30, 60, 90, and 125 N of AP force and at 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 Nm of IE torque. Two-factor repeated-measures analyses of variance were used to determine differences between groups and conditions.

Results: No differences in laxity were observed between groups (P > .05). Afferent traffic increased with increased force and torque in test trials (P < .001). The UA group displayed decreased afferent activity at 30 N of AP force compared with the HA group (HA: 30.2% ± 9.9%, UA: 17.1% ± 16.1%, P < .05).

Conclusions: The amplitude of sensory traffic increased simultaneously with greater ankle motion and loading, providing evidence of the integrated role of capsuloligamentous and musculotendinous mechanoreceptors in maintaining joint sensation. Unstable ankles demonstrated diminished afferent traffic at low levels of force, suggesting the early detection of joint loading may be compromised.
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Key Points

- Sensory traffic amplitude from muscle spindles increased during ligamentous loading of the ankle joint.
- Sensory traffic amplitude in functionally unstable ankles did not increase at low levels of anterior force when compared with healthy ankles.
- During inversion loading, functionally unstable ankles reached their peak sensory traffic amplitude earlier than did healthy ankles.

Ankle sprains are among the most common unintentional injuries related to sport and physical activity, accounting for approximately 15% of all collegiate sports injuries and approximately 800,000 emergency room visits per year in the United States.1,2 Reports indicate that 30% to 75% of patients with ankle sprains develop repeated sensations of giving way or “rolling”—known as functional ankle instability (FAI)—despite efforts to rehabilitate and mechanically stabilize the joint.3–5 Questions remain, however, because both injured and healthy patients may present with equivalent scores of mechanical laxity and sensory function, contrary to prevailing theories of joint stability that these deficits increase the likelihood of joint injury. Advances in technology now permit the simultaneous measurements of joint loading and laxity through arthrometry, as well as direct sensory recordings of individual mechanoreceptor populations through microneurography. The combination of these techniques may significantly advance our understanding of how these neuromechanical relationships related to joint stability differ among healthy individuals and those with repeated ankle sprains.

Some investigators4,6 originally suggested that FAI exists secondary to mechanical laxity of the lateral ligaments, because the excessive stress and strain directly damages these structures. Mechanical laxity has been investigated...
with a variety of tools including stress radiographs and ankle arthrometers; however, research has been inconclusive in establishing a relationship between mechanical laxity and FAI.\textsuperscript{5–8} Consequently, the joint stability paradigm includes sensory deficits that could lead to loss of neuromuscular control and, therefore, sensations of instability.\textsuperscript{9} According to this theory, laxity, whether congenital or secondary to injury, may cause sensory deficits because inadequate tension in loose capsuloligamentous tissues prevents embedded mechanoreceptors from being stimulated, such that not enough action potentials are generated to achieve conscious perception.\textsuperscript{10–12} Numerous authors\textsuperscript{13,14} have investigated this theory by testing proprioception, using joint angle-replication measures and observing patients’ thresholds to detect passive motion (kinesthesia). However, across other joints, 10% to 40% of injured patients may exhibit sensory deficits yet excel functionally, whereas others are incapable of returning to their previous level of physical activity, even though mechanical laxity and sensation may be within normal limits.\textsuperscript{15,16} This evidence suggests that traditional beliefs regarding the relationship between joint laxity and proprioception may overlook essential neuromechanical factors influencing the perception of potentially injurious joint pathomechanics and the maintenance of joint stability.

Apart from the problem of joint laxity, discrete deficits in sensation and neuromuscular control have also been suggested as potential causes of FAI.\textsuperscript{4,14} This theory proposes that although the structural properties of the ligament may heal after a lateral ankle sprain, some mechanoreceptors located within the ankle may not undergo reinnervation.\textsuperscript{4} The diminished transmission of sensory signals originating from the articular mechanoreceptors would reduce proprioception and lead to alterations in neuromuscular control.\textsuperscript{11,17} However, current research has investigated these peripheral sensory signals using indirect methods. Joint angle replication, threshold to detect passive motion, and balance testing do not control for the spinal influences and cognitive abilities of the participant.\textsuperscript{12,13} Additionally, balance and muscle (peroneal) reaction time measures have been used to measure proprioception but may largely depend on visual and vestibular feedback along with neuromuscular coordination.\textsuperscript{18} The use of these indirect measures in assessing joint sensation complicates the interpretation of these results.\textsuperscript{14}

Microneurography is an alternative technique that obtains real-time in vivo recordings directly from specific sensory receptors and, when combined with arthrometry, offers additional insight regarding the relationship among joint load, laxity, and mechanoreceptor function. The procedure involves insertion of a microelectrode directly into a peripheral nerve, where the summation of nerve action potentials is recorded, similar to electromyography (Figure 1).\textsuperscript{19,20} Therefore, researchers\textsuperscript{21} can observe and quantify real-time sensory events close to the peripheral source before conscious awareness arises in the brain. Although several types of afferent or efferent signals can be collected using microneurography, muscle spindle afferents (MSAs) are identifiable and contain highly relevant sensory information for understanding joint proprioception.\textsuperscript{22,25} Muscle spindles, through the fusimotor system, are responsive to changes in muscle length and the rate of change in length and, due to the muscle’s arrangement across joints, may also provide accurate signals for joint position and loading.\textsuperscript{24} In addition, as reported by Johansson et al,\textsuperscript{24} articular mechanoreceptors have a potent influence on spindle discharge in cats via innervations of the muscle spindles by small gamma motor neurons.\textsuperscript{24–27} This suggests that changes in afferent feedback from capsuloligamentous mechanoreceptors may be reflected in the muscle spindle’s signals, and for this reason, their sensory traffic is believed to serve as a “final common input” for sensory information to the central nervous system of joint position and movement.\textsuperscript{24} Muscle spindle activity has previously been studied using microneurography, but no authors have investigated the simultaneous response of the muscle spindle to a quantifiable joint load and position in patients complaining of ankle instability.

Contemporary scientific paradigms regarding joint stability do not fully explain existing data. More research is necessary to reconcile how joint load and laxity manifest within the nervous system and whether other receptors, such as muscle spindles, have the capacity to provide timely feedback on joint position and loading. The purpose of our study was to use microneurography to evaluate whether the progressive onset of ligamentous stress causes changes in MSA activity and to investigate potential sensory deficits that may exist in unstable ankles.

METHODS

Experimental Design

A within-subject, posttest-only control group design was used. The independent variables were group (healthy or unstable ankles), condition of the recording (test or sham), and magnitude of load on the ankle joint. The dependent variables included sensory traffic amplitude as measured via microneurography and ankle laxity as measured via arthrometry. Variability of our pilot data yielded the most conservative estimate of the sample size for this experimental study.

Participants

A total of 29 participants between the ages of 18 and 30 years (mean = 20.9 ± 2.2 years) from the university community volunteered for this study. We recruited 50 participants for this study; however, recordings were only obtained on 29 participants due to the success rate of microneurography. Participants were stratified as having a healthy ankle (HA) or an unstable ankle (UA) using the Cumberland Ankle Instability Tool\textsuperscript{28} (CAIT), as well as an Ankle Injury History Questionnaire. The HA group had a score above 27 and no complaints of the ankle giving way, and the UA group had a score below 25, in addition to complaints of recurrent ankle sprains and giving way. Volunteers with scores between 25 and 27 were excluded from this study. Group demographics are presented in Table 1. All participants were free of lower extremity injury for the past 6 months and had no history of neurologic conditions. Institutional review board approval was obtained, and informed consent was provided by all participants. If a patient had complaints of bilateral ankle instability, the ankle with the lower score on the CAIT was selected for testing.
Procedures

Each participant was tested once. Participants were positioned on a padded table with the trunk flexed comfortably at approximately 30° from parallel and the knee flexed to 15°. Padding was used to support the lower leg, and a strap around the distal ankle secured the lower leg while allowing free motion of the ankle joint. External electrical stimulation was applied using a wand stimulator (model S48 Stimulator; Grass Technologies, West Warwick, RI) near the fibular head to identify the location of the common peroneal nerve, which was identified as the point where a motor response of foot eversion could be observed using the lowest intensity possible. Once the location of the nerve was identified and marked with ink, a modified instrumented ankle arthrometer (Blue Bay Research Inc, Milton, FL) was affixed to the ankle to monitor position, force, and torque on the ankle. The ankle arthrometer consists of a heel clamp securing the calcaneus, a dorsal clamp securing the anterior ankle, and a tibial plate fastened to the tibial shaft (Figure 2A). The arthrometer was suspended to support the weight of the ankle and limit extraneous motion in the joint.

Microneurography was performed using a nerve-traffic analyzer (model 662c-3, Nerve Traffic Analyzer, University of Iowa Bioengineering, Iowa City, IA) and executed as described by Hagbarth et al. A recording electrode was placed in the common peroneal nerve, and a reference microelectrode was placed in the nearby skin (Figure 2B). The recording electrode was adjusted until muscle afferent activity was identified by observing the response to short and slow muscle stretches, silence during shortening of the muscle, and silence during brushing of the skin. Once sensory activity was identified, ligamentous stress was applied using the ankle arthrometer. An anterior translation stress (AP) was then applied to the ankle 3 times at a force of 125 N, followed by 3 separate inversion stresses (IE) applied at a torque of 4 Nm. Participants were instructed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Healthy Ankles</th>
<th>Unstable Ankles</th>
<th>t Score</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number, n</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, y</td>
<td>21 ± 2.3</td>
<td>20.6 ± 2.1</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height, cm</td>
<td>172.8 ± 9.4</td>
<td>173.7 ± 8.1</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass, kg</td>
<td>75.4 ± 13.1</td>
<td>72.8 ± 12.3</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumberland Ankle Instability Tool score</td>
<td>29.4 ± 0.8</td>
<td>17.4 ± 5.5</td>
<td>6.85&lt; .001&lt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous ankle sprains, n</td>
<td>0.3 ± 0.6</td>
<td>3.3 ± 2.5</td>
<td>-3.55&lt; .006&lt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

< Significant difference (P < .05).
to remain relaxed throughout testing, a process that was confirmed by the investigators through real-time force, motion, and microneurography signals. A trial was discarded if there was indication of efferent activity or displacement of the microelectrode. The same examiner (A.R.N.) performed all ankle arthrometer measurements, and a separate examiner (W.B.F.) performed all microneurography recordings; all measurements were performed at a slow, controlled rate. After test recordings, the recording electrode was adjusted so that it was no longer within the nerve but still within the skin and no response to stretch or shortening was observed. Three sham AP translations and IE rotations were then applied to the ankle. Sham trials were used to confirm that observed nerve traffic was actually recordings from the muscle spindle, rather than signal noise from motion of the ankle.

Figure 2. Setup. A, Attachment of the ankle arthrometer. B, Insertion of the microelectrodes (solid arrow, recording electrode; dashed arrow, reference electrode).

Figure 3. Sample nerve traffic and displacement with force application. Data from a single anterior translation trial.
**Data Acquisition and Reduction**

Raw data were amplified (80,000-fold), passed through a bandpass filter (700 to 2000 Hz), rectified (full), and integrated (time constant = 0.1 second) within the nerve-traffic analyzer. The signal was then synchronized with applied ankle force, torque, and laxity data (anterior displacement or inversion rotation) at 1000 Hz using the data-acquisition card within the ankle arthrometer. Custom LabVIEW software (National Instruments, Austin, TX) was used to smooth data with a 30-millisecond moving average, correct for DC offset, and identify peak nerve activity. The peak amplitudes for the trials were averaged to determine a mean peak amplitude value for that participant. This value was used for normalization of all sensory traffic data. Representative data from a single AP trial are presented in Figure 3, demonstrating a marked rise in both displacement and afferent traffic as a force is applied to the ankle. Displacement or rotation and sensory traffic amplitude at 0, 30, 60, 90, and 125 N of AP force and at 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 Nm of IE torque were determined and used for statistical analysis.

**Statistical Analysis**

A 2-factor repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was first used to detect differences in sensory traffic amplitude between test and sham trials across all levels of force and torque for the purpose of validating the technique. Separate 2-factor repeated-measures ANOVAs were used to detect differences in displacement, rotation, and sensory traffic amplitude between HA and UA across all levels of force and torque. When appropriate, pairwise comparisons were used to determine where differences occurred in the data. Intraclass correlation coefficients (2,1) were calculated to determine the reliability of peak displacement, rotation, and afferent traffic across an individual’s trials. An $\alpha$ level of $P = .05$ was set a priori to determine statistical significance. The software program SPSS (version 16.0; SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL) was used for all data analysis.

**RESULTS**

The AP recordings were obtained from all 29 participants (UA = 10, HA = 19), whereas IE recordings were obtained from 22 participants (UA = 8, HA = 14). Test trials revealed an increase in sensory traffic amplitude with each increase in AP force and IE torque ($P < .001$; Table 2), whereas sensory traffic amplitude did not increase in sham trials until 90 to 125 N of AP force were applied. Sensory traffic during test trials was greater than during sham trials across all levels of force and torque ($P < .001$). Results of intraclass correlation coefficients for peak

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable</th>
<th>ICC (2,1)</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum anterior displacement</td>
<td>0.922</td>
<td>8.069</td>
<td>0.301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum inversion rotation</td>
<td>0.955</td>
<td>26.913</td>
<td>0.444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak anterior-displacement nerve signal$^a$</td>
<td>0.917</td>
<td>-0.767</td>
<td>0.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak inversion-rotation nerve signal</td>
<td>0.963</td>
<td>-0.699</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Significant difference from sham trial ($P < .01$).
measures are presented in Table 3, with strong reliability observed for all measures.

Anterior displacement (Table 4) increased with each increase in force in both the HA and UA groups ($P < .001$). However, no differences in displacement were noted between groups at any level of force ($P > .05$). Inversion rotation (Table 4) increased with each increase in torque in both the HA and UA groups ($P < .001$); however, no differences were observed between groups ($P > .05$). In HA, sensory traffic amplitude increased with increasing AP force up to 90 N ($P < .01$), whereas UA demonstrated increases only between 30 and 60 N of force and between 60 and 90 N of force ($P < .01$; Figure 4). Neither group displayed a difference in sensory traffic amplitude between 90 and 125 N of AP force ($P > .05$). In addition, the UA group had decreased sensory traffic at 30 N of AP force ($P = .01$, effect size = 0.985). For IE trials, increases in sensory traffic amplitude were observed at each level of torque up to 3 Nm in HA, whereas UA increased from 0 to 1 Nm and 1 to 2 Nm of torque ($P < .05$). Neither group demonstrated an increase in sensory traffic amplitude between 3 and 4 Nm of torque ($P > .05$; Figure 5). No sensory traffic amplitude differences in IE trials were observed between groups ($P > .05$).

**DISCUSSION**

Laboratory and clinical outcomes research suggests that in many patients, mechanical laxity may not correlate with functional joint stability or traditional sensory test scores; despite several hypothetical neural pathways, limited real-time data are available on potential compensatory mechanisms or alternative theories to explain these inconsistencies.\(^8,15,16,31\) In this study, we explored the neuromechanical relationships of joint stability using an ankle arthrometer and microneurography to simultaneously measure joint load, mechanical laxity, and sensory traffic from muscle spindles. Healthy participants and those with ankle instability demonstrated similar mechanical laxity during anterior translation and inversion rotation; however, differences were evident in the muscle spindle behavior during joint loading. Patients with ankle instability demonstrated decreased sensory traffic amplitude, compared with patients with healthy ankles, during the low-level initial application of AP force. In addition, sensory traffic from the UA group appears to plateau earlier than that from the HA group during inversion rotation. These data provide evidence that potential alterations in the fusimotor system, rather than mechanical laxity alone, are implicated in patients complaining of FAI.

**Simultaneous Measurement of Load, Laxity, and Sensory Traffic**

We examined a novel technique for simultaneously measuring joint load, mechanical laxity, and sensory traffic from the ankle joint. Although microneurography is a common tool in neurophysiology and cardiovascular research, the integration of these data with measures of joint load and motion has not been investigated. Combining these measurements could be a valuable tool in understanding the relationships between static restraint and sensory aberrations leading to instability. As a means of validating our technique, we compared the recordings of
trials in which the recording electrode collected confirmed afferent traffic with sham trials in which the recording electrode was within the skin but not collecting data from any axons. As expected, we observed a marked rise in sensory traffic amplitude during test trials and virtually no increase in sham trials, demonstrating an increase in muscle spindle afferent activity with loading of the ankle joint and subsequent stress on the capsuloligamentous structures.

Muscle spindles are typically recognized for their role in detecting stretch within a muscle; however, they are considerably more complex, having a highly modifiable sensitivity to distinguish immediate muscle length, changes in length, and the velocity at which the muscle changes length. Through these functions, they have a crucial role in maintaining muscle tone and regulating reflexive contractions. As joint loading was applied by the arthrometer, stimulation of the muscle spindle occurred, leading to action potentials traveling along afferent axons. Higher loads increased the stimulus, causing the generation of more action potentials. The micro-neurography electrode detected these electrical signals as the spatial and temporal summation of sensory signals (Figure 1). With the electrode situated in the peroneal nerve, we believed that action potentials in a recording sphere of approximately 6 axons could be detected. Previous authors have observed that similar mechano-receptors are organized in clusters within individual nerve fascicles. This technique is similar to electromyography, in which motor action potentials are recorded through fine wire or surface electrodes.

**Mechanical Laxity in HA and UA Groups**

Previous investigators attempting to quantify differences in mechanical laxity have used the total ranges of anterior-posterior displacement or inversion-eversion rotation or have reported only maximal values. In this study, we examined group differences at several levels of force and torque. Although displacement and rotation increased at each level of force and torque, we did not observe differences between HAs and UAs, reinforcing previous evidence that suggests no differences exist in mechanical laxity between patients with FAI and healthy participants. Collectively, these findings provide growing evidence that contradicts conventional theories, which have predicted that participants with complaints of multiple ankle sprains or repeated "rollover" events have increased mechanical laxity. Several conclusions may be drawn from these results.

One potential explanation for the absence of a difference in laxity between HAs and UAs is that the loading forces imparted during arthrometer tests do not replicate the physiologic stresses and strains experienced during physical activity, which would invariably alter the tissue’s loading
Testing this hypothesis would necessitate exposing participants to dangerously high loads and invasive procedures, which may be unnecessary, because anecdotal evidence suggests that many rollover episodes do not result from abnormally high loads. Alternatively, the simplest explanation for the absence of a difference in laxity is that the normal healing process of the injured tissue has restored the joint’s capsuloligamentous mechanical properties. This suggests that FAI may predominantly be a problem within the sensorimotor system, causing a persistent sense of joint instability, even when mechanical laxity is within normal limits.

**Muscle Spindle Function in HA and UA Groups**

Previous researchers investigating somatosensory deficits and ankle instability have shown mixed results, primarily because a variety of indirect measurements are used, including joint position sense, passive movement detection, reflexes, and balance. More noteworthy is the fact that these dependent variables do not control for such factors as cognitive abilities, visual and vestibular system involvement, and motor responses. Therefore, these measures may lack sensitivity for quantifying peripheral deficits in joint sensation. Even the apparently simple tests of proprioception and kinesthesia measure conscious perception, which occurs at the cortical level, far removed from the signal’s origin at the ankle.

Prior microneurography studies have focused largely on the role of muscle spindles to examine their regulation of activity and sensitivity to dynamic stretching or to differentiate between location and type of afferent fibers. However, this body of research has not explored the role of muscle spindles simultaneously with joint loading patterns common to clinically relevant diagnostic tests or in patients with ankle-joint instability. We observed that during ankle anterior translation, nerve activity from muscle afferents increased at each level of force up to 90 N in HAs; yet in UAs, it did not increase until 60 N of anterior force. In addition, the amplitude of sensory traffic was less in the UA group at 30 N of anterior force. These data suggest that in patients with ankle instability, muscle spindles have a diminished response at lower levels of joint force when compared with HAs. This diminished response could potentially explain a mechanism by which patients with ankle instability are unable to properly detect changes in forces in the early stages of an impending rollover event.

The potential reasons for this decreased sensory traffic must first be qualified with the knowledge that the spindle afferent fibers transmit a “final common input” to the nervous system, because spindle sensitivity is partially dependent on the descending gamma motor drive from the
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**Figure 5.** Sensory traffic as torque increases in healthy and unstable ankles. *a* indicates difference from previous torque level ($P < .05$). No differences between groups were observed ($P > .05$).
brain and spinal pathways synapsing with other joint receptors’ afferents. In other words, the signal from the MSA is influenced by sensory information from the mechanoreceptors in the joint, muscle, and tendon. Additional studies would be needed to determine the temporal and spatial influences that may be contributing to the group differences in amplitude of muscle spindle sensory traffic we observed. We will speculate that the decreased response in UAs at lower levels of force could result for a variety of reasons. The first potential reason is that the muscle spindles may not be sensitive to lower loads of force due to a decrease in gamma motor neuron drive. Direct damage to articular mechanoreceptors could lead to a decrease in reflexive gamma motor drive and, therefore, the muscle spindle would be less sensitive to changes in muscle length and tension, especially at low levels of joint loading. Also, mechanoreceptors may not repopulate the capsuloligamentous tissue in similar kind and quantity as before the injury. Golgi tendon organs (GTOs) in the ankle evertor musculotendinous tissue may also have a diminished response to low loads of tension as a result of repetitive injury. The GTOs detect loads as low as 5 N and are typically able to provide excitatory feedback to the muscle spindles at these low force levels. Additionally, the potential for plastic changes in the central nervous system at the spinal or supraspinal level after ligamentous injury could result in decreased gamma motor drive to the muscle spindles, lowering the sensitivity to joint loading.

A secondary theme to explain the diminished muscle spindle sensory traffic is that in UAs, the relative length change in the muscle at lower levels of force is simply insufficient to evoke action potentials. Although no differences were seen in AP laxity between HAs and UAs at low levels of force, it is possible that lower loads are absorbed to a greater degree by the static restraints in UAs. After injury, scar tissue forms to replace damaged capsuloligamentous structures. This scar tissue has greater stiffness than native connective tissue structures, and in participants with a history of multiple ankle sprains, an excessive amount of relatively inelastic scar tissue may be unable to absorb loading. Therefore, at lower levels of force, more tension may be transmitted into scar tissue, and hence, relatively less change in length is transmitted to the muscle spindle to elicit a neural response.

No differences in sensory traffic amplitude were seen between HAs and UAs for IE trials. This is unlike the sensory traffic amplitude deficit seen in UAs at low levels of force in AP trials. One reason for this result may be that the IE trials predominantly stressed the calcaneofibular ligament, with the anterior and posterior talofibular ligaments and the peroneal muscles providing support, whereas the anterior translations predominately stressed the anterior talofibular ligament. These UAs may only have damage to the anterior talofibular ligament and its mechanoreceptors, because this structure is typically the first to accept load and sprain after an inversion stress. Therefore, stressing these additional structures may provide enough feedback to compensate for any sensory deficits due to neuromechanical damage of the anterior talofibular ligament.

Another observation noted in both AP and IE trials was a plateau effect. Neither HAs nor UAs showed an increase in nerve activity between 90 and 125 N of AP force. This effect was also observed in IE trials, with no differences seen in HAs between 3 and 4 Nm of IE torque and no differences in UAs between 2 and 4 Nm of IE torque. These results lend support to the hypothesis that a saturation phenomenon may be occurring, whereby mechanoreceptors become maximally stimulated before maximal force and torque are achieved. This could indicate that neither HAs nor UAs may be able to differentiate between higher levels of force on the ankle. This effect may be amplified in UAs during inversion rotation.

**Clinical Relevance**

Because these recordings were believed to be obtained directly from muscle spindle afferents, proximal to the site of potentially damaged tissue and the stresses imparted on static capsuloligamentous stabilizers, clinicians and researchers may be encouraged to explore promising conditioning and therapeutic techniques in promoting beneficial changes in spindle function. These adaptations may occur in other types of mechanoreceptors, from reflexive pathways, or in the brain, because all are capable of manipulating gamma motor drive and thus changing the muscle spindles’ level of sensitivity and responsiveness to joint loading. We anticipate that this fosters greater somatosensory awareness and functional joint stability. The observed increase in activity of the MSAs during joint loading for all participants lends support to the complex and potentially important compensatory role they serve for joint proprioception and kinesthesia. Their response to joint motion and loads, as well as their capacity to change levels of sensitivity, may partially explain why mechanical joint laxity does not always correlate with decreases in joint sensation and why many individuals who suffer a joint sprain may not develop deficits in joint sensation or functional instability. In those patients who subjectively complain of instability and experience episodes of giving way or rolling, this is the first study to simultaneously record deficits in muscle spindle sensory traffic during mechanical loading of the ankle joint. The results suggest that patients complaining of joint instability may predominantly suffer from dysfunction of the fusimotor system rather than mechanical laxity.

**Limitations**

It is not always possible to obtain usable microneurography recordings. Additional participants were recruited for this study; however, recordings were only obtained on the 29 participants presented. Furthermore, IE recordings were not obtained on approximately 30% of included participants because motion and stretch of the skin and muscle caused the electrode to dislocate. This problem is not uncommon for this method, and success rates were similar for both HAs and UAs.

Moreover, although all recordings included afferent activity confirmed from the muscle spindle, as well as an absence of afferent activity from skin and efferent activity, we cannot definitively rule out the possible contribution of other joint mechanoreceptors, such as free nerve endings and capsuloligamentous receptors, to our recordings. Slow-adapting type II skin receptors may exhibit activity in response to the arthrometer used in this study. In the hand,
these receptors responded to deformation and lateral stretching of the skin and would produce an increased discharge in response to the types of load applied. However, these receptors may also continue to spontaneously discharge in the absence of skin deformation, and it would be difficult to postulate why UAs would have diminished sensitivity to load in these receptors when compared with HAs.

Finally, we demonstrated a deficit in afferent activity observed in UAs, compared with a group of HAs. Yet we obtained these values with patients in a relaxed, supine position. Further research should be conducted to observe whether these deficits may be detected in a standing or functional position for the ankle, because this may accordingly alter muscle spindle sensitivity.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In this study we used direct nerve recordings in conjunction with an ankle arthrometer to simultaneously quantify load, laxity, and sensory traffic in HAs and UAs. No differences were seen in mechanical laxity between HAs and UAs, suggesting that mechanical laxity may not be a factor in FAI. Our results also suggest that unstable ankles may have difficulty sensing initial, low-level loads on the ankle. This diminished sensation may impair the ability of a patient to sense an impending episode of rolling until it is too late for the musculotendinous structures to stiffen and stress-shield the capsuloligamentous structures from excessive loads. Additionally, a plateau effect was noted in the AP and IE conditions, with the plateau occurring earlier for inversion stress of UAs. These data lend support to the hypothesis that sensations of joint instability depend on more than just static restraints and that muscle spindle function may be crucial in the maintenance of functional joint stability.
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